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Abstract. A kinematic adaptive neuro-controller for trajectory track-

ing of nonholonomic mobile robots is proposed. The kinematic adap-

tive neuro-controller is a real-time, unsupervised neural network that

learns to control a nonholonomic mobile robot in a nonstationary envi-

ronment, which is termed Self-Organization Direction Mapping Network

(SODMN), and combines associative learning and Vector Associative

Map (VAM) learning to generate transformations between spatial and

velocity coordinates. The transformations are learned in an unsupervised

training phase, during which the robot moves as a result of randomly se-

lected wheel velocities. The robot learns the relationship between these

velocities and the resulting incremental movements. The neural network

requires no knowledge of the geometry of the robot or of the quality, num-

ber, or configuration of the robot’s sensors. The efficacy of the proposed

neural architecture is tested experimentally by a differentially driven mo-

bile robot.

1 Introduction

Several heuristic approaches based on neural networks (NNs) have been proposed

for identification and adaptive control of nonlinear dynamic systems. More re-

cently, the efforts have been directed toward the development of control schemes

which, besides providing improved performance, can be proved to be stable [1].

In the trajectory-tracking problem, the wheeled mobile robot (WMR) is

to follow a prespecified trajectory. Using the kinematic model of WMRs, the

trajectory-tracking problem was solved in [2]. Both the local and global tracking

problem with exponential convergence have been solved theoretically using time-

varying state feedback based on the backstepping technique in [3]. The kinematic

model of mobile robots can be described in polar coordinates [4] and stabiliza-

tion achieved using the backstepping technique. Dynamic feedback linearization

has been used for trajectory tracking and posture stabilization of mobile robot

systems in chained form [5].



The approximate linearization of robot equations about the desired reference

trajectory has been used for developing trajectory tracking techniques [2], [6] as

well as non-linear approaches like the local continuous nonlinear feedback action

and the feedback linearization [7], [6]. The backstepping paradigm has been used

as well and a number of recursive techniques for trajectory tracking have been

proposed [1], [8]. Recent advances tend to focus on the robustness of trajec-

tory tracking techniques with respect to input disturbances and/or parameters

variations [9]. In this framework, sliding mode control has been extensively used.

Tracking problems for mobile robots not satisfying the nonholonomic constraints

have been addressed by a slow manifold method, by using continuous-time vari-

able structure [10] and by a discrete-time sliding mode control technique [11].

Neural networks based controllers have been deeply investigated (see, e.g.

[12], [13], [1]), since can be used to learn nonlinear functions, representing direct

dynamics, inverse dynamics or any other mapping in the process. In the field of

WMRs control, NN are embedded in the closed-loop control system of a WMR

and the corresponding NNs-based controllers have shown to effectively deal with

unmodelled bounded disturbances and/or unstructured unmodelled dynamics in

the mobile robot model [13], [1]. In particular in [1] and [14] a neural network

based controller has been developed by combining the feedback velocity control

technique and torque controller, using a multilayer feedforward neural network.

In this approach the universal approximation property of neural network is used

to learn the dynamics of the mobile robot. The resulting control structure and

the neural network learning algorithm are very complicated and they require

high computational efforts. In the above quoted contributions only numerical

simulations studies have been developed. In [13] a simple NN based controller

has been proposed by integrating the kinematic control techniques with the

universal approximation capabilities of neural networks. In this approach the

neural network capabilities to learn unmodelled robot characteristics in a real

experimental setup are used for improving the performance of the kinematic

control techniques.

The study of autonomous behavior has become an active research area in

the field of robotics. Even the simplest organisms are capable of behavioral feats

unimaginable for the most sophisticated machines. When an animal has to op-

erate in an unknown environment it must somehow learn to predict the conse-

quences of its own actions. By learning the causality of environmental events, it

becomes possible for an animal to predict future and new events [15]. Somehow

this learning is possible for organisms in spite of what seem like insurmount-

able difficulties from a standard engineering viewpoint: noisy sensors, unknown

kinematics and dynamics, nonstationary statistics, and so on [16].

In this paper, a real-time, unsupervised neural network controller that can

learn to guide a mobile robot towards a target located at an arbitrary location

in a 2-D workspace. The robot’s movements are controlled by selecting the an-

gular velocity of each of two driving wheels. The neuro-controller we propose

is based on existing neural networks of biological sensory-motor control. The

neuro-controller requires no information about the robot’s structure, and it is



resistant to a variety of disturbances. The kinematic adaptive neuro-controller is

a Self-Organization Direction Mapping Network (SODMN), uses an associative

learning to generate transformations between spatial and velocity coordinates.

The efficacy of the proposed neural controller is tested experimentally by a dif-

ferentially driven mobile robot.

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the neural control system

to mobile robot tracking and approach behaviors in Section II. Experimental

results with the proposed scheme for control of a mobile platform are addressed

in Section III. Finally, in Section IV, conclusions based on experimental results

are given.

2 Architecture of the Neural Control System

Figure 1 illustrates our proposed neural architecture. The trajectory tracking

control without obstacles is implemented by the SODMN. The SODMN learns

to control the robot through a sequence of spontaneously generated random

movements. The random movements enable the neural network to learn the re-

lationship between angular velocities applied at the wheels and the incremental

displacement that ensues during a fixed time step. The proposed SODMN com-

bines associative learning and Vector Associative Map (VAM [17]) learning to

generate transformations between spatial and velocity coordinates. The nature

of the proposed kinematic adaptive neuro-controller is that continuously calcu-

lates a vectorial difference between desired and actual velocities, the robot can

move to arbitrary distances and angles even though during the initial training

phase it has only sampled a small range of displacements. Furthermore, the on-

line error-correcting properties of the proposed architecture endow the controller

with many useful properties, such as the ability to reach targets in spite of drastic

changes of robot’s parameters or other perturbations.
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Fig. 1. Neural architecture for reactive and adaptive navigation of a mobile robot.

2.1 Self-Organization Direction Mapping Network (SODMN)

At a given set of angular velocities the differential relationship between mobile

robot motions in spatial coordinates and angular velocities of wheels is expressed

like a linear mapping. This mapping varies with the velocities of wheels. The

transformation of spatial directions to wheels’ angular velocities is shown in Fig.

2. The spatial error is computed to get a spatial direction vector (DVs). The DVs



is transformed by the direction mapping network elements Vik to corresponding
motor direction vector (DVm). On the other hand, a set of tonically active

inhibitory cells which receive broad-based inputs that determine the context of

a motor action was implemented as a context field. The context field selects the

Vik elements based on the wheels’ angular velocities configuration.
A speed-control GO signal acts as a nonspecific multiplicative gate and con-

trol the movement’s overall speed. The GO signal is a input from a decision center

in the brain, and starts at zero before movement and then grows smoothly to

a positive value as the movement develops. During the learning, sensed angular

velocities of wheels are fed into the DVm and the GO signal is inactive.

Activities of cells of the DVs are represented in the neural network by quan-

tities (S1, S2, ..., Sm), while activities of the cells of the motor direction vector
(DVm) are represented by quantities (R1, R2, ...,Rn). The direction mapping is

formed with a field of cells with activities Vik. Each Vik cell receives the complete
set of spatial inputs Sj , j = 1, ...,m, but connects to only one Ri cell (see Figure

2). The mechanism that is used to ensure weights converge to the correct linear

mapping is similar to the VAM learning construction [17]. The direction map-

ping cells (V ∈ Rn×k) compute a difference of activity between the spatial and
motor direction vectors via feedback from DVm. During learning, this difference

drives the adjustment of the weights. During performance, the difference drives

DVm activity to the value encoded in the learned mapping.

A context field cell pauses when it recognizes a particular velocity state (i.e.,

a velocity configuration) on its inputs, and thereby disinhibits its target cells.

The target cells (direction mapping cells) are completely shut off when their

context cells are active. This is shown in Fig. 2. Each context field cell projects

to a set of direction mapping cells, one for each velocity vector component. Each

velocity vector component has a set of direction mapping cells associated with

it, one for each context. A cell is “off” for a compact region of the velocity space.

It is assumed for simplicity that only one context field cell turns “off” at a time.

In Figure 2, inactive cells are shown as white disks. The center context field cell

is “off” when the angular velocities are in the center region of the velocity space,

in this two degree-of-freedom example. The “off” context cell enables a subset

of direction mapping cells through the inhibition variable ck, while “on” context
cells disable to the other subsets.

The DVs cell activities, S ∈ Rm, are driven by the desired spatial direction,
xd ∈ Rm, computed from the difference of the visual target position and the

mobile-robot current position

d

dt
Sj = δ(xdj − Sj). (1)

where δ is a gain that controls the integration speed rate.
Direction mapping cells with activity Vik compute the difference of the weighted

DVs input and the DVm activity. The Vik cell activities are described as

d

dt
Vik = α(−Vik + ck(

P
j

zjikSj −Ri)), (2)
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Fig. 2. Self-organization direction mapping network for the trajectory tracking of a

mobile robot.

where α is a time constant, the coefficients ck (k = 1, ...,K) represent inhibition
from the context field and zjik represents the element of the inverse mapping
which multiplies the jth spatial components to contribute to the ith velocity
component. Here, the spatial representation contains m-components and n is
the number of independent wheels. The kth context field contacts the set {Vik,
i = 1, ..., n} of direction mapping cells (see Fig. 2). When the context cell is
active (modeled as ck = 0), the entire input current to the soma is shunted away
such that there remains only activity in the axon hillock, which decays to zero.

When the kth context cell shuts off, ck = 1, the Vik receive normal input. The
number of cells of the context field is K and it is calculated as

K =

Ã
nQ
j=1

Dj

!
, (3)

where Dj is the number of intervals of the discrete velocity range. Consequently,

the total number of the weights, zT , at the neural network is given by

zT = n.m.K, (4)

where m is the number of spatial dimensions.

The motor direction cell activities, R ∈ Rn, are driven by the Vik during
performance and by wheels’ rotation velocities θ̇i during learning

d

dt
Ri = δ

∙
(1− e)

µP
k

Vik −Ri

¶
+ e(θ̇i −Ri)

¸
. (5)

In the learning phase, the endogenous random generator (ERG) circuit is acti-

vated, e = 1 and the Ri cells are driven to wheels’ sensed velocities θ̇i. During



the performance, the ERG circuit is inactive, e = 0, and the input is the sum of

the Vik, only one of which will be actively processing input.
The Motor Present Direction Vector (PDVm) cell activities (θ̇id) are given

by

θ̇id = α(Rig + eθ̇iERG), (6)

where g is the sigmoidal GO signal and is described by

d

dt
g(1) = ε

h
−g(1) +

³
Cs− g(1)

´
g(0)

i
,

d

dt
g(2) = ε

h
−g(2) +

³
Cs− g(2)

´
g(1)

i
,

g = g(0)
g(2)

Cs
. (7)

where g(0) is the step input from a forebrain decision center; ε is a slow inte-
gration rate; Cs is the value at which the GO cells are saturated. In the model,
wheels’ velocities commands are represented by θ̇id, and are given by ERG in

the learning phase.

Learning phase The learning is obtained by decreasing weights in proportion

to the product of the presynaptic and postsynaptic activities. The network can

also be redesigned to have only positive activations and weights by using the ap-

propriate push-pull mechanism as in Gaudiano and Grossberg [17]. The training

is done by generating random movements, and by using the resulting angular

velocities and observed spatial velocities of the mobile robot as training vectors

to the direction mapping network. The weights of network are obtained as

d

dt
zjik = −ηeVikSj . (8)

During learning in a particular context, kth, with e=1, we can note that:

Sj → xdj ; Ri → θ̇i; θ̇i = θ̇id → θ̇iERG ; and Vik →
ÃP

j

zjikSj −Ri

!
.

Therefore, the learning rule can be obtained by using the gradient-descent

algorithm and the equation (8) is modified in discrete form as:

zjik(t+ 1) = zjik(t) + η

Ã
θ̇i −

P
j

zjikxdj

!
xdj (9)

where η is learning rate and is a positive constant gain.

3 Experimental results

The proposed control algorithm is implemented on a mobile robot from the

UPCT named "CHAMAN". The platform has two driving wheels (in the rear)



mounted on the same axis and two passive supporting wheels (in front) of free

orientation. The two driving wheels are independently driven by two DC-motors

to achieve the motion and orientation. The wheels have a radius r = 18 cm and

are mounted on an axle of length 2R = 22 cm. The aluminum chassis of the robot
measures 102.25×68×44 cm (L×W × h ) and contains, transmission elements,
12-VDC battery, two CCD cameras, and 12 ultrasound sensors. Each motor is

equipped with incremental encoder counting 600 pulses/turn and a gear which

reduces the speed to 1.25 m/s.

High-level control algorithms (SODMN) are written in VC++ and run with

a sampling time of 10 ms on a remote server (a Pentium IV processor). The

PC communicates through a serial port with the microcontroller on the robot.

Wheel PWM duty cycle commands are sent to the robot and encoder measures

are received for odometric computation. The lower level control layer is in charge

of the execution of the high-level velocity commands. It consists of a Texas

Instruments TMS320C6701 Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The microcontroller

performs three basis tasks: 1) to communicate with the higher-level controller

through RS 232; 2) reading encoder counts interrupt driven; and 3) generation

of PWM duty cycle.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show approach behaviors and the tracking of a trajectory

by the mobile robot with respect to the reference trajectory. From these figures,

it is clear that the tracking of the reference trajectory is very accurate. In the

Figure 3, reaches to targets (such as ×1 to T1, ×2 to T2 and ×1 to ×2) and a
sequence of movement (starting from ×2 to T4, T4 to T5, T5-T6, T6 -T7, T7-T8,
T8-T4, T4-×2) were carried out.
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Fig. 3. Adaptive control by the SODMN. a) Approach behaviors. The symbol X in-

dicates the start of the mobile robot and Ti indicates the desired reach. b) Tracking

control of a desired trajectory.
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Fig. 4. Tracking control of the SODMN. a) The trajectory error of the Figure 3b. b)

Real-time tracking performance.
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Fig. 5. Tracking control of a desired trajectory. (a) Tracking trajectory of a sine. (b)

Estimated tracking error.

4 Discussion

In present model, appropriate operations are learned in an unsupervised fash-

ion through repeated action-perception cycles by recoding proprioceptive infor-

mation related to the mobile-robot. The resulting solution has two interesting

properties: (a) the required transformation is executed accurately over a large

part of the reaching space, although few velocities are actually learned; and

(b) properties of single neurons and populations closely resemble those of neu-

rons and populations in parietal and cortical regions [18]. The activity of the

population of motor cortical cells which encode movement direction appears to

represent the instantaneous velocity of movement [19]. In addition, the preferred

directions of individual cells shifts with the movement origin, indicating that the

directional coding of motor cortex may be influenced by velocity configuration

(in the model is the context field) [20], as is necessary for a Jacobian-based map-

ping. Correspondence between layers of the network and brain regions can be

made tentatively base on anatomical and physiological arguments [18, 19]. The

representation of DVs could be in posterior parietal cortex (PPC) [21]. Neu-



rons in PPC exhibit activity patterns correlated with the spatial direction of

movement [22]. A candidate region for participating in the direction mapping

computation is the cerebellum [23]. Also, note that there are certain similari-

ties between the nature of the context field cells in the mobile-robot movement

model and the Purkinge cells of the adaptive timing model. Both types of cells

are tonically active and allow a response by “pausing” this tonic activity. Thus,

the possibility that a context field type of function is performed by cerebellar

cortex. The proposed direction mapping model also posits a learning site sepa-

rate from the context field computation, which might be a cerebellar function.

In the model, motor commands were emitted by a layer containing Ri neurons,

which contribute to the movement by a displacement along a direction in veloc-

ity space. The individual influence of a command neuron is proportional to its

discharge level.

4.1 Conclusions

In this paper, a biologically inspired neural network for the spatial reaching

tracking has been developed. This neural network is implemented as a kinematic

adaptive neuro-controller. The SODMN uses a context field for learning the di-

rection mapping between spatial and angular velocity coordinates. The trans-

formations are learned during an unsupervised training phase, during which the

mobile robot moves as result of randomly selected angular velocities of wheels.

The performance of this neural network has been successfully demonstrated in

experimental results with the trajectory tracking and reaching of a mobile robot.

The efficacy of the proposed neural network for reaching and tracking behaviors

was tested experimentally by a differentially driven mobile robot.
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